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The dynamics of office environments which
serve the public are evolving. Everyone is being
challenged to do more with less. 

OFG is responding with workstations, seating
and other office components designed to
advance efficiencies, inspire collaboration
and serve ergonomic well-being.

By working closely with the industry’s leading
commercial designers and manufacturers, OFG
is proud to offer a comprehensive line of the most 
contemporary, forward-thinking office solutions.
OFG is a commitment to people. A belief in
excellence. A different kind of furniture company. 

PERFORMANCE. QUALITY. DESIGN.



FREESTANDING DESKING



IT’S ABOUT HAVING
THE VISION AND

THE FREEDOM TO
TRANSFORM A

DESK INTO A SPACE
WHERE BIG IDEAS

ARE BORN.
BRAVO
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Bravo melds tasteful styling with smart storage solutions. Data cables are easily routed 
through leg supports, stanchions, grommets or modesty beams to provide access where 
you want it, without the hassle of loose, unsightly cables. A 10-wire electrical distribution 
system can also be housed within the desk’s horizontal structure beam to supply power at 
the worksurface without overtaxing building circuits or running extension cords. 

B R A V O
FREESTANDING DESKING
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•  Full steel end panels enhance privacy,  
 reduce noise and provide complete  
 enclosure for under desk storage

•  Partial end panels can be used at desk
 intersections to improve accessibility  
 and increase leg room

•  Additional storage solutions are
 provided with tool rails and paper
 management options

Bravo Details

Full Modesty Panel Tool RailFull End PanelTransition End Panel
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•  Grommets provide easy access to the wireways  within and facilitate the use of power poles.

•  Rigid Wireway - Flexible desk jumpers connect the power systems of adjoining desks, 
   reducing the number of feeds required.

•  Stanchion Mounted Receptacles can be used to make electrical and datacomm connections.

Bravo Details

Grommets

Stanchion Mounted Receptacles

Rigid Wireway
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•  A power pole enters the worksurface  
 grommet to connect ceiling power   
 feeds with the furniture’s 10-wire
 electrical system

•  Behind stanchion mounted screens
 provide privacy independent of
 stanchions and overheads

•  Between stanchion mounted screens  
 create a flush appearance from outside  
 the space

•  Screens can be ordered fully upholstered  
 or with a durable, exposed metal frame  
 painted the trim color

Bravo Details

Power Pole

Screen Mounted 
Behind Worksurface

Screen Mounted
Between Stanchions

Exposed FrameAn ADA-compliant 72" Universal Overhead is mounted above 
the same sized worksurface via two reinforced steel stanchions. 
Upper doors of all overheads are available in standard paint or 
fabric finishes to coordinate with any décor.

Screen Mounted    
On Worksurface 



SUSTAINABILIT Y
 There’s something truly inspiring about  

creating products that nurture the working
world along with the natural world.   
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Products that Meet Environmental Standards
Seating
 • Extensive range of seating fabrics made from
  100% recycled materials
 • 100% recyclable foam cushioning and plastics
  used in OFG seating lines
Casegoods
 • All wood in OFG’s casegoods is derived from
  renewable resources
 • Our products do not use wood from rain forests
  or virgin forests
 • Can obtain lumber suppliers that are Forest Stewardship 
  Council (FSC) Certified
 • Laminates contain 20% post-industrial recycled material
 • Baritone, Concerto and Symphony lines are 100% recyclable
Systems Furniture
 • Polyester fabric is 100% recycled
 • EcoSystem fabrics contain sustainable, metal-free dyes 
 • Up to 85% recycled content in steel components
 • All metal system components are 100% recyclable
 • Systems Metal Factory - E3 Level Certified

OFG makes use of renewable sources and post-consumer materials. 
Our water-based finishes are free of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 
Scrap materials are reused and careful consideration is given to 
optimize packaging to eliminate potential waste.

All OFG’s vendors and partners are based in North America, which 
means that the materials we use to fulfill your office furniture
orders are produced under strict environmental and safety
standards which other countries may not meet.

OFG’S products are fully compliant with BIFMA’s low emitting 
furniture standards as well as new SCS Gold Certification 
(SCSGlobal.com) and Environmental Institute (GEI) has been 
bestowed upon many of our most popular office furniture products.

We are proud to say that organization-wide, we have kept
more than 97,000 tons of scrap from America’s landfills.
We have also recycled 195 million pounds of computers and 
other electronic equipment.

The Office Furniture Group is committed to creating a natural, healthy and sustainable office environment 
by offering products that will help meet the Federal Government’s green initiative. OFG engages in
environmentally sound manufacturing processes throughout every phase of production.
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Business Overview

About the Office Furniture Group 
We have provided the Federal Government quality office furniture for over 75 years, during which time our  
business has evolved to keep pace with customer’s changing mandates. We have made tremendous changes 
in becoming more responsive to your product needs through the implementation of numerous innovative 
processes, and have tailored our offerings to ensure the military, federal law enforcement and federal civilian 
agencies receive the best solutions in line with their specifications and budgets.

No one understands your needs better than we do, because we are a federal agency just like you. To bring you 
leading edge products, we team with some of the most recognizable names in the furniture industry. We also 
produce all the furniture we sell in our own factory operations (inside federal prisons), with assistance and  
expertise from our commercial partners, to deliver the same quality products as can be purchased from the
private sector.

The OFG repertoire ranges from beautifully finished traditional wood casegoods, ergonomic chairs and  
upholstered seating to executive furniture, modular workstations and a wide array of flexible, customized
system furniture solutions.

OFG’s design services are supported by a network of space planners and certified interior designers who are 
creative thinkers and experts in their fields to meet even the most challenging requirements, aesthetically  
and technically (i.e. Life Safety Code issues). You can rely upon their expertise to design office landscapes
that promote health, comfort and a high performance workplace culture.



Our factories maintain the highest standards to ensure safe, clean and efficient operations. All are 
ISO9001:2008 certified and engage in Lean Six Sigma business practices to ensure efficient, cost-effective  
operations and customer service. Our fully equipped Product Support Center provides testing services and  
verifies that all of our products meet or exceed commercial office product standards.

As a Federal Government agency, we are able to offer you simplified purchasing and contracting options to 
facilitate and expedite order placement. We accept payment by government credit card, purchase orders, MOU, 
MOA, MOV and MIPR. And with a few quick clicks, order status and tracking is a cinch through our online store.

We stand behind every product we sell and are committed to your total satisfaction.

OFG Sales Consultants 
OFG has a nationwide network of professional sales consultants providing worldwide coverage. They are ready 
to assist, plan, identify and select your next office furniture purchase. These sales consultants are teamed up 
with professional space planners, designers, project managers and installers to ensure that your project receives 
the attention it deserves. For more details and specifics, just go to unicor.gov/ofg.

About UNICOR
Federal Prison Industries (FPI), more widely known by its trade name, UNICOR, was established in 1934  
by Executive Order, with a mission to rebuild the lives of individuals who have taken wrong turns in life.  
The UNICOR program provides federal inmates valuable work and life skills which will enhance their prospects 
for employment and success within our communities, upon release from prison. UNICOR does not receive  
government appropriated funds to run its programs and costs the taxpayers nothing. Instead, UNICOR relies 
upon your purchases to sustain its operations.
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Business Overview



Warranty and
Life Expectancy
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UNICOR guarantees all furniture products to be free from defect in materials and workmanship. This guarantee applies 
to the original purchaser of the item and is in effect upon receipt of the item. UNICOR reserves the right to determine 
whether a UNICOR furniture product is defective in material or workmanship, and whether the below-listed exceptions to 
the warranty apply. Should UNICOR determine that a UNICOR furniture product is defective in material or workmanship,       
and no exceptions to the warranty apply, UNICOR will then, at its option, apply one of the following remedies: 

1. Issue replacement parts only. 
2. Determine that replacement parts and more significant labor may be required, and repair the item. 
3. Replace the item.

While we stand behind our commitment to provide the highest quality standards, there is a life expectancy of products 
based upon normal use, defined as being 40 hours per week by individuals weighing 250 lbs. or less (unless otherwise 
indicated) and not subjected to abuse, misuse or damage resulting from chemical or environmental exposure. Warranty 
periods are measured from date of delivery and or installation. 

Warranty Exceptions:
a. Missing products 
 Delivery shortages and incorrect shipments must be reported within 15 days of the shipping date. 
b. Abuse or Misuse of products
 While we stand behind our commitment to provide the highest quality standards, products have a life expectancy based 

on normal use. The Product Warranty does not apply to products subject to abuse, misuse, neglect, alteration, improper or 
unreasonable use or maintenance, negligence, accident, or exposure to inclement weather conditions. 

c. Obsolete products with remaining warranty
 For furniture items that are no longer in production or their parts are no longer commercially available to support 

repair or replacement of in warranty items, customers will be offered either a replacement item or a discount toward   
the purchase of a comparable item.

Products have the following warranty, unless otherwise specified in the purchasing agreement:

Casegoods • High wear components such as casters, glides, plastic components and locking mechanisms are warranted 
for 10 years after the date of shipment to original owner. 

Seating • High wear components such as casters, self-skinned urethane parts, plastic shells and gas cylinders are          
warranted for 10 years after date of shipment to original owner. 
Seating control mechanisms are warranted for 10 years after shipment to the original owner.
Fabric and leather are warranted for 5 years under normal use and maintenance after shipment to original owner. 



Warranty and
Life Expectancy
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Systems • High wear components such as slides and locking mechanisms are warranted for 10 years after date of     
shipment to original owner.
Electrical components are warranted for 10 years from the date of manufacture with exception of lamps and ballasts 
which are not warranted. 
Panel fabrics are warranted for 5 years under normal use and maintenance to fading after date of shipment to original owner. 
Steel structure components are warranted against defects for 5 years under normal use after date of shipment to 
original owner. Warranty does not apply to finishes. 

Ergonomics Accessories • High wear components such as gas cylinders are warranted for 10 years after date of      
shipment to original owner.

Any non-standard material (COM/COL materials) selected by the customer is not warranted. Neither does this warranty 
apply to damage resulting from accident, alteration or misuse, as well as scratches, fading and improper maintenance. 
OFG assumes no responsibility for product damage resulting from improper installation, user modification or damage 
resulting from chemical or environmental exposure. 
Wood owes its inherent beauty to variations in color, grain and texture, and therefore these variations are not considered 
defects. OFG does not guarantee the exact matching of grain, pattern and color to all other office products. 
We have taken great care to accurately photographically reproduce finishes for our samples. However there may be 
variations between the photographic and actual finishes or fabrics. To ensure the fabric selection meets your expectations, 
please ask your OFG sales representative to provide a sample swatch prior to making your decision. 

Laminate Surfaces and Wood Finishes
1 year warranty on wood finishes, laminate self edges, veneer tops or molded edge tops. Laminate and wood finishes 
are not warranted against the following:
• Damage resulting from unusual environmental conditions (extreme climate, acids and moisture)
• Damage resulting from prolonged exposure to UV light 
• Damage resulting from abrasive cleaners
• Damage resulting from improper storage

Labor and Servicing cost are covered for 1 year from the shipping date to the original owner. 

UNICOR reserves the right to request that the damaged product be returned prior to granting a remedy.
UNICOR offers no other warranty, either expressed or implied, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness   
for a particular purpose. UNICOR shall not be liable for consequential or incidental damages arising from any   
product defect.  
To initiate a warranty claim, you may call or email Customer Service Center at:
Email: unicorcustomerservice@usdoj.gov 
Phone: 1-800-827-3168 



Locate your OFG sales consultant for more information on any of our product lines, advanced features 
and flexible variations available to bring out the beauty, comfort and performance of your work space. 

unicor.gov/ofg



320 First Street N.W.
Building 400
Washington, D.C. 20534

unicor.gov/ofg
CATP701_0716


